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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR FILTERING DATA USING NESTED PANELS



FIG. 3 illustrates a single ?lter panel and result chart vieW con?gured in accordance With an embodiment of the inven tion. FIG. 4 illustrates a result chart vieW and the ?lter panel of FIG. 3 supplemented With a nested second ?lter panel in



CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS



accordance With an embodiment of the invention. FIG. 5 illustrates the display of results in a record list format in accordance With an embodiment of the invention.



This application is related to the following concurrently ?led, commonly oWned US. patent application, Which is incorporated by reference herein: “Apparatus and Method for Categorical Filtering of Data’, US. Pat. No. 7,493,330, ?led



FIG. 6 illustrates the result of running out of applicable ?ltering categories in accordance With an embodiment of the invention. FIG. 7 illustrates changing a previously speci?ed ?lter in



Oct. 31, 2006.



accordance With an embodiment of the invention.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION



FIG. 8 illustrates the result of changing a previously speci ?ed ?lter as in FIG. 7 in accordance With an embodiment of



This invention relates generally to data ?ltering. More particularly, this invention relates to the use of nested panels



the invention. FIG. 9 illustrates an alternate embodiment of the invention.



to display multiple layers of data ?lters. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION



FIG. 10 illustrates specifying multiple levels of ?lters 20



FIG. 11 illustrates the result of specifying multiple levels of



Filtering large datasets is a cumbersome task as there are



?lters simultaneously as in FIG. 10 in accordance With an embodiment of the invention.



often many categories for ?ltering. The prior art has approached this problem through menu systems. HoWever, this is problematic as it is dif?cult to track What path has been taken to reach a current subset of data. Additionally, it is



FIG. 12 illustrates selecting multiple data breakdoWn cat 25



dif?cult to make changes to previous ?ltering selections With out restarting from the original dataset. Thus, it Would be advantageous to provide a system that enables the effective display of a ?lter path as Well as the



throughout the several vieWs of the draWings. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION



The folloWing terminology is used While disclosing



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 35



A data breakdoWn category is a ?ltering category speci?ed



Within a nested second panel of ?ltering categories. 40



?ltering categories. A selection of a ?rst set of one or more



data ?lters is received from the ?rst panel. The ?rst set of one or more data ?lters is applied to a dataset. A second set of one or more available data ?lters is displayed Within a nested 45



second panel of ?ltering categories.



Graphical User Interface that displays a group of one or more 50



subsets of related data). A head panel is an initially displayed ?ller panel.



data subset. A vieW of the data subset is displayed. A second 55



?lter panel includes a second plurality of data ?lters that are available to ?lter the data subset.



60



dimension, e.g., “Year”. Corresponding measures can also be displayed for each value Within a dimension. A nested panel or nested ?lter panel is a ?lter panel that is



displayed adjacent to its parent ?lter panel.



The invention is more fully appreciated in connection With



the folloWing detailed description taken in conjunction With the accompanying draWings, in Which: FIG. 2 illustrates processing operations associated With an embodiment of the invention.



A measure is a quantity as ascertained by comparison With a standard, usually denoted in some unit, e.g., units sold, dollars. A measure, such as revenue, can be displayed for a



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES



FIG. 1 illustrates a computer constructed in accordance With an embodiment of the invention.



?ltering categories. A ?ltering category is a group of one or more ?lters (e. g., a group of correlated attributes Which can be used to select



of data ?lters. The data ?lter is applied to a dataset to create a



data ?lter panel is also displayed. The second data ?lter panel is adjacent to the ?rst data ?lter panel and the second data



as a basis for a data display in a chart vieW. The chart vieW re?ects distribution of data over attributes of a ?ltering cat egory. A data ?lter or ?lter is a criterion or a set of criteria that divides a dataset into tWo subsets, a subset of data that meets the criterion or set of criteria and a sub set of data that does not. For example, a data ?lter is one or more attributes belonging



to the same ?ltering category. A data ?lter panel or ?lter panel is a distinct section of the



The invention also includes a method of displaying data ?lter panels Within a WindoW of a graphical user interface on



a computer. A ?rst data ?lter panel is displayed, Wherein the ?rst data ?lter panel includes a data ?lter from a ?rst plurality of data ?lters. A data ?lter is received from the ?rst plurality



embodiments of the invention: An attribute is any non-null value in a dataset. A chart is a collection of visual elements used to convey information (e.g., a pie chart, a bar graph, a scatter plot, a line graph). A chart is a visualiZation.



The data ?lter is applied to a dataset Wherein a resulting data subset is created. One or more further data ?lters is displayed



The invention also includes a computer readable storage medium With executable instructions to present a ?rst panel of



egories in accordance With an embodiment of the invention. FIG. 13 illustrates selecting multiple measures in accor dance With an embodiment of the invention. Like reference numerals refer to corresponding parts



30



update of previously speci?ed ?lters.



The invention includes a computer implemented method of receiving a data ?lter from a ?rst panel of ?ltering categories.



simultaneously in accordance With an embodiment of the invention.



A record set is a collection of values that comprise a logical entry in a data source, e.g., a roW from a relational database



table. 65



A table maps the logical structure of a set of data into a series of columns or roWs. Thus, a table is a visualiZation. To



facilitate representation in tWo dimensions, higher-dimen
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4



sional tables of data are often represented in an exploded vieW comprising a plurality of tWo dimensional tables. A table can



from statistics, information theory, previous practice, the metadata attached to the dataset, and the like. A good ?ltering



be rectangular, triangular, octagonal and the like. A table can



category resolves the dataset into separate subsets. In an



have roW and column headings, Where each cell in a table can



embodiment, multiple ?lters are applied. Examples of criteria for ?ltering categories are described in the concurrently ?led, commonly oWned US. patent application, Which Was previ ously incorporated by reference: “Apparatus and Method for Categorical Filtering of Data”, US. Pat. No. 7,493,330, ?led



shoW the value associated With the speci?c combination of roW and column headings. Some tables can hold charts or



record sets in their cells; this is a spatially economic Way to display many charts With common axes. A table is to be conceptually differentiated from a record set.



Oct. 31, 2006. In one embodiment, the GUI module 116



displays subsets of the ?ltering categories. Each subset may



A visualiZation is a graphic display of quantitative infor mation. Types of visualiZations include charts, tables and



be based on a criterion set by the data ?ltering module 114



record sets.



(eg highest merit loWest merit, closest to a target value and



FIG. 1 illustrates a computer 100 con?gured in accordance With an embodiment of the invention. The computer 100



the like) or a request from the user. The next operation 202 of FIG. 2 is to ?lter the data. In one



includes standard components, including a central processing



embodiment, this can be done by clicking on a data ?lter. The data ?ltering module 114 accepts this ?lter or a default ?lter and returns a data subset based on the given dataset and data



unit 102 and input/output devices 104, Which are linked by a bus 106. The input/output devices 104 may include a key board, mouse, touch screen, monitor, printer, and the like. A netWork interface circuit 108 is also connected to the bus 106. The netWork interface circuit 108 provides connectivity to a



?lter, Which is displayed by the GUI module 116. 20



retrieves the ?ltering categories for the data subset and all distinct attributes for each ?ltering category. The GUI module



netWork (not shoWn), thereby alloWing the computer 100 to operate in a netWorked environment. A memory 110 is also connected to the bus 106. The memory 110 stores executable instructions to implement operations of the invention. In one embodiment, the execut able instructions include a data ?ltering module 114. The data



The next operation 204 is to provide the ?ltered dataset and a further set of data ?lters. The data ?ltering module 114



116 displays this information to the user as a nested ?lter



panel, maintaining the state of the parent data ?lter panel. 25



?ltering module 114 includes executable instructions to extract data ?ltering categories from a data source (e.g., a database 112, a data Warehouse, an XML ?le), accept data



The computer 100 Waits for the user, or another agent, to select a ?lter 206. If a ?lter is not selected (206iNo), then the process stops until one is selected. If a ?lter is selected (206*



Yes), then the data ?ltering module 114 ?lters the dataset based on the neW ?lter as Well as any previously speci?ed



appropriate data subset and determine the subsequent set of



?lters. It is possible for the user to continue specifying further data ?lters until there are no longer any valid ?ltering catego



data ?ltering categories.



ries for the data subset. With each additional ?lter, all previ



Memory 110 also stores a Graphical User Interface (GUI) module 116. The GUI module 116 displays the data ?ltering



panels.



?lter selections from the user or a default setting, return the



categories in a nestedpanel format as Well as the returned data



30



ous ?lter panels are maintained, building a stack of nested 35



subsets. The nested panels may be displayed horizontally progressing from left to right or from right to left, or verti cally, progressing from top to bottom or bottom to top. In one embodiment, the ?ltered data results are displayed in a chart format (e.g., a pie chart, a bar graph) and a record list format. While the various components of memory 110 are shoWn



The user may also alter previously speci?ed ?lters at any time. In one embodiment they can do so by either clicking on



the neW ?lter Within the ?lter panel of the ?lter to be changed, or typing the ?lter into the panel header of the ?lter panel



folloWing the ?lter panel of the ?lter to be changed. 40



The GUI module 116 displays a screen With un?ltered or ?ltered data to the user. FIG. 3 illustrates the initial screen



residing in the single computer 100, it should be recogniZed



before any ?lters have been applied. The “Product” panel 300



that such a con?guration is not required in all applications.



is an example of a ?lter panel With no ?lter selected. The chart 304 displays the breakdoWn of the data, Which is based on a combination of the selected category “Product Class” 302 and the data measure “Distinct Items” 308. In an embodiment, different data breakdoWn categories can be selected either by clicking on the category Within the



For instance, the data source may reside in a separate com



puter (not shoWn in FIG. 1) that is connected to a netWork through the netWork interface circuit 108. Similarly, the data ?ltering module 114 may reside in another computer (not shoWn in FIG. 1), separate from both the computer 100 and the computer storing the data source, Which is also connected



45



to a netWork. Additionally, the executable instructions stored in memory 110 need not be in separate modules. The inven



50



tion is directed toWard the operations disclosed herein. There are any number of Ways and locations to implement those



operations, all of Which should be considered Within the scope of the invention.



55



FIG. 2 illustrates processing operations that may be imple mented by the computer 100. The ?rst processing operation



The data measure can be based on any available quantita



tive value. For example, data could be measured by sales,



200 of FIG. 2 is to provide a dataset and data ?lter options to a user. The data ?ltering module 114 retrieves the ?ltering



categories for the speci?ed dataset and all distinct attributes for each ?ltering category. In one embodiment, the order of the ?ltering categories and the order of the associated attributes are determined by the data ?ltering module 114. In another embodiment, the orders are speci?ed by the user. In one embodiment, ?ltering categories are selected based on one or more criteria such that the ?ltering categories resolve the dataset into subsets. The criteria can be draWn



?lter panel 300 or by selecting the category from the drop doWn list 306. Changing the selected category in either of these, updates the other. In an embodiment, multiple data breakdoWn categories can be selected simultaneously to dis play a multidimensional chart. Changing the data breakdoWn category automatically refreshes the result chart and the record list.



60



pro?t, quantity and the like. In an embodiment the user can select the data measure using the dropdoWn list 308. In an embodiment, the available measures are displayed in a panel



superior to the head panel. In an embodiment, multiple mea



65



sures can be selected simultaneously to display the correla tion betWeen them in the chart vieW. The result chart and record list are refreshed When a data measure is changed. FIG. 4 illustrates the result of specifying a ?lter. As shoWn in the ?lter panel 400, the data has been ?ltered on the “Prod uct Class” category using the attribute “Accessory”. In one
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FIG. 11 illustrates the results of specifying multiple levels



embodiment, When a ?lter is selected it is highlighted as



illustrated by the highlighting 402. The resulting data subset



of ?lters at once. The ?lters speci?ed in FIG. 10 have been



is displayed in the chart 406. The data breakdown is based on



applied in the order that they Were speci?ed, creating tWo neW nested ?lter panels, “Australia” 1100 and “Spirits” 1102.



the selected category in the last of the ?lter panels (i.e., the ?lter panel With no nested child ?lter panels 404). In one embodiment, the selected category defaults to the top cat egory listed in the last of the ?lter panels.



FIG. 12 illustrates an embodiment of the invention 900 in Which the user can select multiple data breakdoWn categories in the last of the nested ?lter panels 1200. This refreshes the chart vieW to display a multidimensional chart 1202. FIG. 13 illustrates an embodiment of the invention 900 in



The nested ?lter panel 404 displays the neW set of available ?lter categories. In this embodiment, nested panels are dis played to the right of their parent panel. Note that the initial ?lter panel 400 is still displayed.



Which the user can select multiple measures from the measure



panel 1300. This refreshes the chart vieW to display a chart 1302 depicting the correlationbetWeen the measures. In other embodiments, the user may select multiple measures using



FIG. 5 illustrates the records tab associated With the chart 406 of FIG. 4. In one embodiment, all ?elds of each record in the ?ltered subset are displayed in a list. By clicking on the “Records” tab 500 at anytime, the user can opt to vieW results



checkboxes, a select list or from Within a ?lter panel. An embodiment of the present invention relates to a com



in a record list format 502. Similarly, clicking the “Analysis” tab 504 returns the user to the chart vieW. In an embodiment, the user may vieW a record list and a chart vieW simulta



neously.



20



FIG. 6 illustrates the result of selecting many ?lters. Each successive ?lter panel displays a different subset of ?lter categories, While the state of all previous ?lter panels is main tained. In this embodiment, once all available selections have been made the ?nal ?lter panel 602 alerts the user. As there are no categories available in the last of the ?lter panels, no



but are not limited to: magnetic media such as hard disks,



?oppy disks, and magnetic tape; optical media such as CD 25



store and execute program code, such as application-speci?c



integrated circuits (“ASICs”), programmable logic devices



the records tab displays the resulting record list.



according to the underlying ?lter logic, they are maintained after making the change. If only a portion of the ?lters are still applicable, the ?rst inapplicable ?lter and all subsequent



30



(“PLDs”) and ROM and RAM devices. Examples of com puter code include machine code, such as produced by a compiler, and ?les containing higher-level code that are executed by a computer using an interpreter. For example, an embodiment of the invention may be implemented using



Java, C++, or other object-oriented programming language 35



and development tools. Another embodiment of the invention may be implemented in hardWired circuitry in place of, or in combination With, machine-executable softWare instructions.



The foregoing description, for purposes of explanation, 40



used speci?c nomenclature to provide a thorough understand ing of the invention. HoWever, it Will be apparent to one skilled in the art that speci?c details are not required in order



to practice the invention. Thus, the foregoing descriptions of



nested ?lters are cleared. If none of the ?lters are applicable, they are all cleared. Note that the ?lter “White” 704 set in the



?lter panel 702 is in the “Color” category Therefore, When the ?lter of the parent ?lter panel 700 is changed to ?lter on the “Color” category, the ?lter “White” 704 Will no longer apply



ROMs, DVDs and holographic devices; magneto-optical media; and hardWare devices that are specially con?gured to



category can be selected for data breakdoWn. Consequently, no data chart is displayed as illustrated in panel 604; hoWever,



FIG. 7 illustrates a method for changing a previously speci ?ed ?lter. The ?lter of the ?lter panel 700 can be changed by typing a neW ?lter into the panel header of ?lter panel 702. In one embodiment, all the subsequent nested ?lter panels are repopulated and the associated ?lters are reapplied. This pre sents three possible cases: all the nested ?lters are still appli cable, a portion of the nested ?lters are still applicable, none of the nested ?lters are still applicable. If all the ?lters speci ?ed in the nested panels are applicable to the neW data subset



puter storage product With a computer-readable medium hav ing computer code thereon for performing various computer implemented operations. The media and computer code may be those specially designed and constructed for the purposes of the present invention, or they may be of the kind Well knoWn and available to those having skill in the computer softWare arts. Examples of computer-readable media include,



45



speci?c embodiments of the invention are presented for pur poses of illustration and description. They are not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise forms disclosed; obviously, many modi?cations and variations are



as tWo ?lters from the same category cannot be applied simul



possible in vieW of the above teachings. The embodiments



taneously. Consequently, the ?lter panel 702 and all subse quent nested ?lter panels Will be cleared.



Were chosen and described in order to best explain the prin



FIG. 8 illustrates the result of changing the ?lter of ?lter panel 800 to the ?lter “black” 802. The panel header of ?lter panel 804 re?ects the neW ?lter “black” as previously entered.



ciples of the invention and its practical applications, they 50



tions as are suited to the particular use contemplated. It is



Note that the previously speci?ed nested ?lter panels have been cleared as indicated earlier. FIG. 9 illustrates an alternate embodiment of the invention 900. In this embodiment, data measures are displayed and



intended that the folloWing claims and their equivalents 55



receiving a data ?lter from a ?rst panel of ?ltering catego



60



boxes, a select list or from Within a ?lter panel.



ries displayed in a graphical user interface of a computer, Wherein the ?ltering categories are displayed as a list; applying the data ?lter to a dataset to produce a data subset;



displaying next to the ?rst panel a second panel of ?ltering categories for the data subset, Wherein the second panel of ?ltering categories are selected for the data subset and



this embodiment, the user may specify multiple ?lters using the textbox 1000. As illustrated, the user has speci?ed “Aus tralia” and “spirits” as ?lters. Other embodiments include, but are not limited to, specifying multiple ?lters using check



de?ne the scope of the invention. The invention claimed is:



1. A computer implemented method, comprising:



selected from a nested panel 904 superior to the head panel 906. Additionally, the chart vieW 908 and the result list 910 can be vieWed simultaneously as illustrated or collapsed to display one or neither vieW. FIG. 10 illustrates an embodiment of the invention 900 that alloWs the user to specify multiple levels of ?lters at once. In



thereby enable others skilled in the art to best utiliZe the invention and various embodiments With various modi?ca



are displayed as a list; and 65



repeating the applying and displaying such that each suc cessive ?lter panel selects ?ltering categories for each neW data subset and displays the ?ltering categories as a



US 7,912,875 B2 8



7 list, wherein all previous ?lter panels are displayed to



13. The computer readable storage medium of claim 9 further comprising executable instructions to change the data ?lter of a superior panel. 14. The computer readable storage medium of claim 13 Wherein the dataset is refreshed and all inferior nested panels



establish an observable ?lter path.



2. The method of claim 1 Wherein the ?rst panel of ?ltering categories is selected from a head panel and a nested panel. 3. The method of claim 1 further comprising changing a data ?lter of a previous panel. 4. The method of claim 1 further comprising receiving a second data ?lter from the second panel and forming a third panel of ?lter categories next to the second panel. 5. The method of claim 1 further comprising selecting the



are maintained.



15. The computer readable storage medium of claim 13 Wherein the dataset is refreshed and an inferior nested panel containing a ?lter that is no longer applicable is removed. 16. The computer readable storage medium of claim 13 Wherein the dataset is refreshed and an inferior nested panel containing a ?lter that is no longer applicable and a set of



data ?lter by clicking on a ?lter or typing the ?lter into a panel header.



6. The method of claim 1 further comprising displaying the



subsequent nested panels that stem from the inferior nested



data subset in a visualiZation selected from a chart and a



panel are removed.



graph.



17. A method of displaying a plurality of data ?lter panels



7. The method of claim 1 further comprising receiving a



Within a WindoW of a graphical user interface on a computer,



plurality of data ?lters.



the method comprising: displaying a ?rst data ?lter panel including a ?rst plurality



8. The method of claim 7 Wherein the plurality of data ?lters is received from one of a textbox, a set of checkboxes,



a select list and the ?rst panel of ?ltering categories. 9. A computer readable storage medium, comprising



of data ?lters displayed as a list;



20



receiving a data ?lter from the ?rst plurality of data ?lters; applying the data ?lter to a dataset to create a data subset;



executable instructions to:



present a ?rst panel of ?ltering categories displayed as a list in a graphical user interface of a computer; receive a selection of a ?rst set of one or more data ?lters 25



displaying a vieW of the data subset; displaying a second data ?lter panel, Wherein: the second data ?lter panel is adjacent to the ?rst data



?lter panel; and



from the ?rst panel;



the second data ?lter panel includes a list of a second plurality of data ?lters that are available to ?lter the



apply the ?rst set of one or more data ?lters to a dataset to



form a data subset; display next to the ?rst panel a second set of one or more



available data ?lters Within a nested second panel of ?ltering categories, Wherein the second set of one or more available data ?lters is selected based upon the data subset and is displayed as a list; and



30



data subset; and repeating the applying and displaying such that each suc cessive ?lter panel displays a different subset of ?lter categories relevant to each neW data subset, While states of all previous ?lter panels are maintained to establish an



observable ?lter path.



invoke the executable instructions to apply and display such that each successive ?lter panel displays as a list a different subset of ?lter categories relevant to each neW
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18. The method of claim 17 Wherein the second plurality of data ?lters includes a second data ?lter selected from a pre



data subset, While states of all previous ?lter panels are



viously unapplied data ?lter, a previously unselected data



maintained to establish an observable ?lter path.



?lter and a ?lter that resolves categories Within the data sub set.



10. The computer readable storage medium of claim 9 available data ?lters is a ?lter selected from a ?rst plurality of



19. The method of claim 17 Wherein displaying a vieW of the data subset maintains a previously displayed third data



previously unapplied data ?lters and a second plurality of



?lter panel.



Wherein a representative data ?lter from the one or more 40



20. The method of claim 17 further comprising: receiving a second data ?lter from the ?rst plurality of data



?lters that resolves subsets Within the dataset. 11. The computer readable storage medium of claim 9



further comprising executable instructions to display the data subset in a visualiZation selected from a chart and a graph.



12. The computer readable storage medium of claim 9



Wherein the ?rst panel of ?ltering categories is selected from a head panel and a nested panel.
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?lters; and applying the second data ?lter to the dataset.
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